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FORT TO DISCUSS I Seniors Mimic The Faculty
PLATFORM FOR '32'
Defended By Republicans
In I. R. C. Lecture
ASKS SOME TARIFF
Mr. Franklin W. Fort of East
Omnge, New Jersey. Republican Rep-
resentative in Congress from the 9th
Congressional District, New Jersey, and
Republican Candidate for United
States Senate, will speak on the Re-
publican Platform for 1932 on Monday
evening, May 23, at eight P. M. in
Alumnae Hall. This will be the third
and last in a series of lectures on Party
Platforms, sponsored by the Interna-
tional Relations Club and the Lecture
Committee, delivered at Wellesley this
spring. Mr. Norman Thomas spoke
about the Socialist Platform and Mr,
Jouett Shouse about the Democratic
Platform.
Mr. Fort has had a varied career
in both business and politics. After
graduation from Princeton University
and the New York Law School he took
up the practice of Law in New Jersey
and argued many important cases be-
fore all the Courts of New Jersey and
the United States Supreme Court in
1917. under Mr. Hoover, he organized
the New Jersey Food Administration
and was contact man for the Food Ad-
ministration throughout the United
States. As Secretary and Manager of
the Eagle Five Insurance Company of
Newark he re-organized the company
and in a short time raised its assets
from $800,000 to $10,000,000. He is the
Jouett Shouse Recommends PLANS COMPLETED
Referendum On Prohibition
ing their way
On Friday. May 20
Float Night begins, wi
i the opening number





Democratic Committee, spoke on The
leading
country.
{Continued on Page 7, Col. 2)
Societies Meet And Elect

































ON SALE FLOAT NIGHT
SPECIAL SALE PRICE!
rial freshmen and faculty members i
who became enthusiastic and joined
|
the crowd were identified at the door I
and politely but firmly evicted. The
hand-picked <§lite, however, were nu-
merous enough nearly to fill the audi- i
torium, and it was a high-spirited au-
j
dience which clapped impatiently for
j
the performance to begin promptly at
'
4:40. Hortense Landauer, Chairman;
of this year's Senior Academic Council,
j
made a short introductory speech, ask- '
ing those present to remember that I
this was an attempt to "imitate the in-
!
imitable," and that, above all, "imita-
1
tion is the sincerest flattery."
The curtain rose to disclose Mr. Fair
and Mr. Murray, setting the council I
room in order preparatory to the com-
ing of the faculty, who presently be-
gan to arrive. Singly or in couples
they came down the aisle, brisk-
ly, mincingly, unsteadily, stiffly—in
twenty-odd manners, with one intel-
lectual guide even meeting the ap-
pointment via bicycle. When the
secretary, none other than Miss Mary
Frazer Smith, had called the roll,
President Pendleton arose and anx-,
iously propounded the question, which,
in the newly achieved absence of
cars and cigarettes as bones of con-
tention, was presented as stirring the
{Continued on Page 3, Col. 2)
Dr. Poole Talks On Meaning
Of Mosaic Law To The Jew
A lecture on The Mosaic Law: Its
Meaning tc the Jew was given on
Thursday, May 12, at Alumnae Hall by
Rabbi David de Sola Poole of the New
York Spanish-Portuguese synagogue.
The life of the Jew, according to Dr.
Poole, is absolutely guided by the Law
which was codified in its present form
in the Middle Ages. Its numerous ar-
ticles can be reduced to one general
principle such as was phrased by
Habakkuk, "The righteous man shall
live by his faithfulness," but life under
a general principle is impossible since
it is difficult to ascertain in what man-
ner generalizations shall apply to spe-
cific instances. Hence laws are devel-
oped, the purpose of which is to define
and render specific these general the-
The result of the Jewish law was to
create a Jewish people. The reason
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 3*
Gym Students Will Display
Their Skill On Field Day
At 3:30 Thursday. May 26, the an-
nual Spring Field Day will display all
the athletic prowess of Wellesley.
There will be competitions of all kinds
-lacrosse, archery, tennis. There will
be games in which everyone can join.
At this time the awards for Spring
Sports will be given out. And. most
important and most amusing of all.
there is going to be a Special Attrac-
tion. All the sedate house presidents
of the campus are going to have a
baseball game with all the house-
chairmen of the village. Not only
will
they play baseball, but during
their
cunnin' little game they will wear
"de-




that too—candy, and pop, and
ice-
m. Everybody is urged to
come to
se themselves and each
other at
on Thursday.
On Saturday, May 21. at 3:30 on
Tower Court Green, the pageant
"Light" will be presented for Tree Day
Alternate date is May 23 at 4:40.
Rev. Boynton Merrill will lead chap:1 ]
en Sunday, May 22. Communion will
follow the regular service.
At 7:30 P. M. in the chapel there








Shouse began by encouraging
;n to take an interest in politic
declared that it was a hopeful
political govern-
FOR ANNUAL EVENT
Floats Designed For This Year
Represent High Spots From
Peter Pan Story
CREWS PARTICIPATE
Night, one of the most pic-
interesting themselves in turesque traditions of Wellesley, will
of their government, occur tomorrow night at 7:30 on Lake
with Peter Pan as the subject
Mr. Hoover's administration on the
l
of the floats. The program will open
score of its lack of leadership, remind-
j
with the second crew races, followed
ing his hearers that nothing he said I by the competition of the first crews,
was directed toward Mr. Hoover's I the formation of the W by the first
personal character. In the President's crews, the Senior Stunt, and the ap-
handling of the tariff situation there
|
pearance of the Varsity boat,
was marked weakness. During his \ The water carnival will convert it-
campaign addresses, Mr. Hoover de- > self into a land festival for four cam-
Japanese Premier Dies





Sunday. May 15, by the shots of five
officers, the Japanese cabinet, under
v head of Takahashi.
resignation to the Em-
they stay in office
until further orders. The murder was
one in a series of crimes, including
the bombing of five buildings in Tokyo.
A brief lesume' l. Ihs Premier's
life shows that, in his climb from
his first position as a youthful journal-
ist, he has always been a source of
power in the political world. The son
1855
Okayama. In 1890 he entered politics
as a deputy to the Imperial Diet and
served as Minister of Education for a
short period in 1898. He also served
publicly in 1924-5, as Minister of Com-
munications, and has been leader of his
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 3)
Students Asked To Observe
Swimming Rules Carefully
The Department of Hygiene
Physical Education calls
of the student body to the following
i swimming in
SWIMMING IN THE LAKE
DAILY, EXCEPT SUNDAYS
From 2:00-5:00 P. M.
clared that a tariff would be levied on
agricultural imports for the benefit of
the farmer, if he were elected. The
tariff on industrial products was to
remain the same. Yet in spite of the
enormous Republican majority in both
houses, Mr. Hoover was unable to pass
the legislation for which he had
pledged himself, with the result that
the Smoot-Hawley bill, providing for
the highest tariff in American history
on industrial products, was passed.
According to Mr. Shouse, this tariff,
which caused high retaliatory meas-
ures to be passed in other countries of
the world, is the chief cause of the
present depression.
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 3) I
Research Director Speaks
On Application Of Science
Dr. Edward R. Weidlein, Director of
the Mellon Institute of Industrial Re-
search of the University of Pittsburgh,
lectured in Billings Hall on Wednesday
evening, May 11, at 8:00 P. M. on the
subject of Science in Action in In-
Dr. Weidlein began with a brief de-
scription of the beginnings and devel-
opment of the Mellon Institute, one of
the oldest research institutes in the
country. The Mellon Institute was
founded in 1906, at a time when there
well-developed research institutes. The
Mellon Institute had its first home at
the University of Kansas, but in 1910,
his brother,
interested in
Institute to move to
Pittsburgh. The Institute has now
(Continued on Page 5, Col. 2 & 3)
LI ST:.-! n^T'cl
Severance, Claflin, Tower Court, and
Pomeroy are holding dances which are
limited to members of the house and
guests specially invited by house mem-
bers with the approval of the Head of
Tickets for members of the College
are on sale May 18 and 19 for thirty-
five cents in Room 30; for outside
guests the price is fifty cents for
tickets obtainable at the gates near the
lake. In case of rain, the date will
be changed to May 21.
The crews which will race for the







^Continued on Page Col.
Senior Novelists Present
Variety Of Compositions
Wellesley's embryonic novelists and
in the process of com-
Wellesley College students
mitted to use the Lake for
S's^ndtnunutrun^'cr'Rare Books Will Be Shown
mencement, with the exception of
Tree Day.
The College provides a life guard!
who has absolute authority over all Dr ott0 H p yollbehr, whom many
students reporting for swimming.
; wi]1 remembel. as the collector of the
In The Library On Monday
Every student is required
to the life guard
entering and leaving the Lake,
student is permitted to use the Ls
for swimming when the life guard
',',::.::;;; ently purchased forreport
pier before





*!" lesiey on Monday, May 23, E
kindly offered to bring with hi)
exhibit in the Treasure Room
Wei-
[Continued on Page 7, Col. 2)
I. R. C. Elects The Officers
the
afternoon of that day,
most valuable and in-
printed books. These
and the famous Fust
Bible, dated 1462.
The International Relations Club j At four o'clock, Mrs. Dorothy
announces the following officers for , Pletcher Howerth, Wellesley '22, will
1932-33: present to the Library the incunabu-
Presldent Marcia Heald lum, Vitae Pontificum, written by Bar-
First Vice-President Nina Tucker ' tholomaeus Platina and printed by
Second Vice-President Helen Gardiner ' Anton Koberger of Nuremberg in 1481.
Chairman of the Domestic Problems , This volume was given to Mrs.
Committee Edna Breslau \ Howerth by Dr. Vollbehr and will be a
Secretary-Treasurer Jane Sommerich \ notable addition to the Library's col-
Technical Adviser Miss Overacker lection of early books.
pleting their young masterpieces, over
which they have labored for a whole
semester. There is a wide variety,
ranging from Actionized biography to
a study of a girls' reform school.
The latter is the work of Katherine
Snyder and is entitled The Republic.
The author has used a Girls' Reform
School in New York State as her
model, basing her exposition upon her
experiences as a "pretended" inmate
there.
Grandfather's House is Adele Kren-
ning's story of four people in a mid-
western family. Carol Mather has
also written a family saga in which
she traces the effects of an hereditary
fear through three generations. Kyle
tracing the changes in character a.id
attitude of a modern girl from her
early years to her last year in college.
Belle Hippie has drawn upon the
setting which the , farmlands of
northern Pennsylvania offer, because
she is familiar with both the region
and the people who inhabit it. Against
this background she has deftly
sketched a young farmer's struggle
with the soil. He meets with defeat,
but the understanding and courage of
{Continued on Page 8, Col. 1)




WELLE S LEY COLLEGE NEW!
Out From Dreams and
Theories
MUSEUM WORK
Work in museums is attracting in-
creased interest throughout the coun-
try, and this is emphasized at present
by a' conference in Boston of the
American Association of Museums.
Museums offer varied fields of work, in
art, science, industry, history, and ii
these fields there are educational a
well as exhibition projects. The chil
dren's museums furnish a new and de-
lightful approach to work with chil-
The modern attitude to
of interest. The modern
a very active center for adult and
child education, a place where atte
tion to many phases of the world
fostered and furthered, where the h
tory of art or industry or human a
tlvities are so displayed as to shi
their development and their place
the life of today.
The kinds of position:
educational and
paratory and field work. All of these








and for experts in certain lines ol
archeology, science, anthropology, art,
etc. General courses of training are
given in a number of universities and
in some museums, such as the Newark.
New Jersey, Museum and the Buffalo.




The Personnel Bureau has c
material describing courses and ;
ties, and anyone
A novel and practical opportunity
is to be afforded this summer at the
North Bennet Street Industrial School,
.
just around the corner from the Old I
North Church in Boston. A six weeks' I
course is to be given in craft training
:
wish to prepare for work as i
simple and au
early Colonial sconces in ti;
copper, and pewter. The co
eludes practical knowledge of
machines and their operation,
of requisite tools. Soldering, metal
finishing, painting, and lacquering
metals.
Puppet making. The complete mak
ing of puppets, beginning with model
ing the head and continuing with cast
ing, painting, and costuming, through
staging of the final performance c
story or play."
STUDENT MANAGERS NAMED
The following students have bee
the coming year:
Furniture Exchange: Manager,
Margaret Schuller, 1933, Norumbega.
Bicycle Exchange: Manager, Char-
lotte Morehouse, 1933, Freeman; Paul-
ine Westcott, 1933, Freeman.














Head of Work—Elizabeth Zurbrigg






Near Birches and Crofion
Pleasant rooms and surroundings




NEW MOON TEA ROOM
Corner of Washington St. and Welles-
ley Avenue
"»2v heart of French Camilla.^PS Old-Country French staff.
Only French spi.ken. Fienienlary.
In'.ermeiiiate, Advanced. Certificate
or College Credit. French enter-
Fee SI Hi. Bnard ; ,n<l Tuition, .rune





Furnished House—14 Dover Road,
opposite College Golf Links. Ar-
ranged so that it may be used for two


























Creamy, Alencon pattern gowns
LACE with two tone silk sashes, $3.59,
slim teddies $2.59, panties, $1.59.
nOT French blue velvety dots onhm± peach silk, perky dance sets,
SILK $1.59—gowns $3, pink dots on
white or soft blue.
Panties in basket weave mesh,
MESH c°o1 and practical, 39c. Waffle
RAYON weave rayon gowns and one pieceu pajamns with niching trimming.
$1.00.
craft knowledge is a valuable supple-
mentary tool for the teacher, particu-
larly in private or progressive schools
should be particularly interested
Courses are being planned in weav-
ing, block printing and paper work
working, sheet metal work, and pup-
pet making, with the understanding
that any course may be withdrawn, if
the actual expense is not covered by
the number registering. The cost of
instruction is $30.00 and will include
two of these subjects. Classes will
meet for periods of two hours each
morning from 9 to 1, five days a week.
We quote briefly the outlines of the
"Weaving. Work with large and
small looms; threading the looms;
plain weaving and simple pattern
weaving: elements of dyeing wool;
theory of spinning.
Block printing and paper work.
Block printing includes cutting the
oleum, and wood cutting, also the
printing and application to paper,
fabric and other materials for deco-
rative purposes. Paper work includes
practical application of decorative
papers in the making of books, book
covers, portfolios, etc.
Clay modeling. Modeling from plas-
ter casts, beginning with simple de-
signs and working up to figures and
Wood carving. Use of tools; appli-
cation of design; simple carving of
design. Simple carving in making of
picture frames, book-ends, book racks,
etc.
Wood working. Care and use of
tools; study of woods; graded instruc-
tion in the making of simple articles,
including simple furniture and toy
making.
Sheet metal worK. The making of
LEON DUVET
Young Woman of Wellesley
Young, smart, utterly delightful compacts and lipsticks. Blue,
clear Uelloley blue with a slim "\V" am! nickel trimming. A i
neat and unobtrusive way of wearing your college colors. A >















Soft and fine as smoke plumes, this super filmy
chiffon in a delicious dress. Quaint enough to
make a perfect bridesmaid's frock, with rows and
rows of narrow ruching around the jacket sleeves
and the hemline. Take off the jacket and you've
a bias-cut summer




Smart—cool—new MESH shoes in our little $6.0
Shoe Shop—Sport Shoes $4.95.
members of '35 did get in. He knows
personally of one freshman who re-
mained locked in the wash
ing the whole perfor
seniors who shamelessly confess that
J
A LUMNAE is at la
when they were freshmen, they were | ^* its own as one of
hidden backstage where they could
J
on campus. No longer is it t(
at least hear, if not see, everything sidered a lounging place for
that went on. They confess, however,
that most of it meant nothing to them
|
ciga «wn floors kept many
njoying
A .THIRDS. 'Perry " sought out |~ ^Jnna"VS To
by all as a real place
this afternoon by a college
Murray to learn what
opinion of the affair was. Mr. Mur-




the real Murray walk."
has heard much of the uni-
ity of the college girl's
of entertainments, but at last
a real example before his eyes.




the maiden was going to Boston first
to attend the Circus, and then to view
! the advisability of this essentially
Mourning Becomes Electra. She felt ' and hygienii
she should strike for the opin
happy medium of emotional feel- partments, a
is nothing, mused Perry
| dividuals. Miss Shackford
thoughtfully, like a little variety to ! somewhat involved
lighten life's duller moments, development of the
THE other day Perry wandered into Jf*** f
by an
"eTent
Mespoulet over its aims
Miss Weed triumphantly produced
rare "original,"—the first Gray
1 a sophomore Bible
earnest quest for news. Curling
masculine legs up in a back seat
composed
was in the midst of an i
cussion of Job's impatience
meaning but rather
argued that Job should not have
he survival of this race as a sep-
of the purposes and' arate people in spite of loss of country,
ideals of the college seemed to her to language and the other influences
j
I
offer no leeway for such a radical en- which keep a people welded together
terprise. Mr. Hamilton was sure that is its guidance by a unified
under such a cult would ' law ' Ifc is a Iaw which applies equally
rily inferior to the works of
|
t0 aI1 since under it there are no
ntlcist
PERRY has always thought himself hand, considered that bodily poise and such because of his greater knowledge
reasonably safe in Wellesley from
I
freedom of the- torso would be im- < Within this law the Jew is free to ex-
temptations to extravagant expendi- measurably improved by the change. ' P ress his personality. The law is a
tures. The many dress shops and gift Mr. Smith found it difficult to deter- minimum, not a maximum, so there is
shops, while disastrous to the average mine whether the measure of abolishing ; no upward limit to which he may not
Wellesley student's allowance, offer clothes would be an economic aid or a aspire.
little attraction to his masculine soul, deterrent, and so relegated the ques-
But, alas, those happy days are gone tion to a place on the general exam,
forever. For there is a new shop in ! Another member of the Ec department
the Vill-a shop which specializes in i wasn't much interested in the subject
gifts for the male. Perry loiters in
I
of debate, and proposed a new resolu-
front of that attractive display of i tion, namely, that light wines and beer




lis friends loiter at Stuarts'
Each time he passes, his
i Tuell, Miss Hart,
)on. he fears he must succumb. Mrs. Loomis. Miss Avery and to,™ e™
Sheffield, the Council was about f"
rHE other day Perry encountered <
vote when a note was delivered to
one of the saddest things he has President from the Senior Class,
iet with in a long and honorable (?) mfinding an appearance before the
ireer as the Peregrinating Pressman
seint,iy in c
r Wellesley College. He beheld from
j petltlon( 1933
distance a maiden with
! by history
;
> an Oriental religion—hence its
'ances and customs are Eastern in
[ strange to the occidental
I
view. The Jew puts on his hat when
|
1




her muttering dolefully, "Remember
'
the hapless damsel was
had mislaid her note-boo
all her notes for tr.
\
outstanding personalities of the pres-
Senior Class. After stripping one
their number (to her bathing suit)
parked in front (
' audience by virtue of her position as
' honorary member of '32, and who ap-




physical action. Again merely as a re-
sult of tradition and history, this phy-
sical expression for the Jew has become
eating. On the Sabbath, three meals
correctly composed of the choicest
foods must be eaten, the courses being
interspersed with periods of singing.
Gluttony, in any form, is non-existent,
nevertheless, for the amount and kind
of food and drink is strictly stipulated.
Every other action of Jewish life is
likewise regulated even to the most
minute detail, so that by bringing the
body into absolute service of God,
religious emotion is fostered at a con-
stantly high level.
Rabbi Poole admits that there is al-
ways, the i
maidens and laden with baggage for I the
the week-end. It looked to Perry as , fun
though the entire bottom had dropped , say
out of the car, and as he is no hand people consfder that
at mechanical matters, he retired dis-
j
ness. I think that'
creetly. However, he had time to hear It's just great fun."
i mere formalism, but there
ccent "she also told | are surprisingly few of this ilk among
hink it's lots of good those who keep the law. Hence Dr.
3 have a chance to Poole continues to regard with favor
ve heard that some ' the principle that, with human limita-
; shows bitter- ' tions of understanding, the way of at-
totally untrue. I taining abstract virtue is by the prac-
tising of concrete virtues.
See Northern- Europe!
The Meal Vacation
nus of the world's
Only $105 to Copenhagen
Round Trip, $189
American Seautic Mail Steamer. All one
claws and that the best. You will enjoy
friendships that will last a lifetime.
Staterooms all on upper decks— all
outside — with private hatha. Comfort-
able lounges. Promenade and sports
deeks. .splendid food and service.
Sailings from New York
JUNE 9, 23, 30; JULY 9, 29;
AUGUST 11, 18
!gen,Gdynia,StockholmJli-l.iinf:forsiiml Leningrad
10 DAY ROUND TRIP CALLING AT TIIK AHOVK PORTS S216
AMERICAN SCANTIC LINE
f groups of tourists.
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dents' lack of interest in current
events, that we feel bound to report
our encourageent as regards this sub-
ject. Perhaps, in the past, this criti-
cism was more or less justified. We
were rather careless during the years
when the world was flying high and
undoubtedly merited the faculty's
criticism of our blissful ignorance.
But the depression has done one thing
at least; it has made us conscious of
what goes on. And. with the exception
of the present senior class, we are all
children of the depression, as far as
Wellesley is concerned.
Babes In The Woods
i the official
organ of opinion of his university and
whose life, evidently, has been just as
much a succession of searchings for
ideas as ours has, was kind enough to
inform us last week-end that a writer
of editorials was in the last stages of
collapse when he or she began to
think seriously of such subjects as
Courage to depart this life and still
Romans manage to obey the "canon
'gainst self-slaughter" will
probably find that it may be accom-
plished these days merely by repeat-
ve the courage to
lisarmlngly simple: "Re-
keep your perspective in
eral." Personally. \vr
enough to hesitate about courting dis-
aster by announcing this to our
of insisting that, although our judg-
ment may be warped because we are
not struggling ourselves, we still think
that harrassed brushing of the brow
from breakfast until midnight, stalk-
ing about like melancholy ghosts, or
smiling condescendingly—if at all—
with an "Alas! you are too young to
know" air may not be a prerequisite
for an exam. It may be cold, not to
say icy, comfort to suggest that in
member whether you lopped off ten
minutes one afternoon to discuss the
price of eggs in Russia or whether you
sat behind ferociously closed doors.
At any rate, be brave, soldiers!
MUSEUM DISPLAYS
ART OF PEASANTRY
inn ;!-!],]:> of Peasant
view in the gallery of
Art Museum from May
25 to June 21. Peasant Art is a sub-
ject which has only recently come into
its own. It is not an entirely original
art for it shows the influence of en-
vironment and of the inherited ex-
periments of previous generations to
find patterns that expressed satisfac-
torily their racial preferences. It is
not a great and moving art, but there
the European peasant fanner whose
dence upon the materials obtainable at
The long winter, when outside work
is impossible, gives ample opportunity
to make and decorate the implements
which they will need in the fields dur-
furniture. chests, chairs, tables for the
house or yokes for the oxen and carts.
the
housework is done, spin.
:Wfi




this country. It has
wide attention, and th
foreign newspapers or
to make any self-respecting citizen feel
uncomfortable. The apathy of the
average citizen has often been blamed
for the continued tolerance of the situ-
i. Public opinion is a powerful
thing, and it is time to rouse it to
i. It is in schools and colleges
the movement may start if we
will give it a chance. We are too much
inclined to let the world go by while
pursue the paths of knowledge. We
n6t in any position to start con-
certed action, but we can arouse and
educate public opinion by educating i
urselves first. We don't mean by this
!
nything like soap-box oratory, but a
definite and well-put statement can
use the designs that
i the locality; occasionally they
something new" from their
> the Manor House (for Che
landowners have always kept
; or less with the prevailing
;tyles) and adopt it accord-
o their taste and artistic ability.
?re is a striking similarity of
nent in all European peasant art
o the fact that the objects made
similar, being created from the
-grown materials to fill the fund-
tal needs connected with sin: It .-i-





A pipe, exuding smoke,
In the right corner of the jaw,
Two long droopy ears
Reaching each paw.
A picturesque tail,
going to write a long
epic pome
like this
with no commas or things




We ly read the morning paper I
o discover if our family's
now worth anything at all, I
doing, we are bound to find I
interesting corollaries.
The awakening
lectures—such as those of Rabbi Poole.
Norman Thomas, and Jouett Shouse—
have been crowded. Nor has the in-
terest of the audience stopped with
This, we think, is the season when.
as the seniors and juniors of 1933, we
should begin to lay our plans for next
year. We are all kept busy by
such things as room-drawing and
busy, in fact, that we venture to say
that no one has spent any time think-
FREE PRESS COLUMN
All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or
will be used if the writer s
The Editors do not ho>
selves responsible for opin
Contributions should be
r o/i •by 1
some of them extremely intelligent
The department of Economics at
Wellesley is fostering the growing in-
problem to the present situation. The
importance of this should not be un-
derrated, for the Economics depart-
ment is one of the most popular in




the positive side of the picture, for
after all, the taking of courses may
be almost negative in its passivity.
But when a group of students actu-
ally calls in outsiders of national im-
portance, we think our defense of Wel-
lesley's world-consciousness is more
than justified. If at first, it is no
selves to have any intellectual curi-
osity at all. The thing is not far-
spread yet, but all the signs point to
advance. If we are sadder and poorer,
we are somewhat the wiser. We are
beginning to have some comprehen-
sion of how the world wags.
the freshmen live away from us for
an entire year creates in their sopho-
difflculties. They are thrust, all of a
sudden, from a comparatively demo-
cratic society into one which, to them,
seems literally laden with barriers.
tion with juniors and seniors exactly
as they always have and always will:
they make friends quickly, they accept
Others are much more hesitant, not
knowing quite how to approach
strangers. They remain apart for dif-
fering lengths of time. Still others
decide, because of some slight, that
the upperclassman is completely aloof,
A PLEA FOR POLITENESS
To the Wellesley College Neivs:
Upon attending a Bible lecture last
Thursday evening, I was astonished
at the display of
would not mention it. but through my
three years at college I have noted—
if you will excuse my frankness—this
blatant rudeness.
Girls go to lectures and rattle
papers, drop fountain-pens and pen-
cils, whisper and laugh, come in late,
leave early, and generally create an-
noying disturbances. They not only
do not consider the speaker or per-
former, but also do not consider other
people in the audience who wish to
enjoy the lecture or concert or what-
ever the event may happen to be.
1 n't
bit
enjoy lectures, to expect a little de-
cency, politeness and consideration
from those who attend lectures just
because they are required? Wellesley
has always prided itself on its cour-
tesy and politeness, and those who do
not possess these qualities, will they
not try out of consideration for others
to acquire them? F. C. T.. '33.
they
into themselves, completely mis
We must make some effort to
these girls and to put them ai
ease, just as if we were
of the college. Each oi
help 1935 to feel at horn.
CONTEST FOR A
STANDARD DESIGN
FOR WOODEN TRAIL MARKERS




peasants in widely separated parts of
Europe. The differences in design are
due largely to historic events. For in-
stance, the Moslem conquest of Spain
Turkish invasions of the Upper
:an States explain the people's
ness for floral forms, as the influ-
i of the Greek Catholic Chinch
ains the Roumanian's love of small
tietric patterns worked in bright
rs and metals—patterns that make
think immediately of Byzantine
CONFERENCE MEETS
AT SARAH LAWRENCE
The Annual International Week-
end Conference arranged by the In-
ternational Student Committee of the
Y. W. C. A. was held this year at
Sarah Lawrence College during the
last week of April. This committee car-
ries on a very valuable work in help-
ing to make foreign students feel wel-
come in this country and especially
in helping them plan interesting vaca-
The majority of the fifty graduate
and undergraduate students from Bryn
Mawr, Connecticut College, Mount
Holyoke, New York School for Social
Work, Smith, Vassar and Wellesley
who attended this conference were for-
eign students. Of interest, therefore,
students of these colleges, might be
the comment of one of the foreign
delegates upon the difficulty she had
found in gaining from American stu-
dents any help in the understanding
of American politics and social and
economic problems. Her plea was that
they be less modest about their knowl-
edge and be willing to answer as well
as ask questions. It was suggested by
one of the leaders of the conference
that there might be reasons other than
modesty for this restraint. This is a
r we might well reflect
WISHES IN WELLESLEY
A blossom sitting on a tree;
He'd like to be a wavelet blue;
He'd like tu be a cloud or two;
He'd like to be a winging gull,
A sparkling wine-glass, very full.
He'd like to be a snowy sail,
A fish's fin, a turtle's tail.
One thing to be he does not pine,




With some of his edit*
At the shore.
Adonais went to sea
In a beautiful pea-green boat.
He opened his collar and faced 1
Our puppy went i
cocked one eye, and flicked i
A constructive project resulting from
be conference is to be the publication
f a small paper by American and
oreign students in an effort to con-
inue the exchange of ideas begun at
At length Adonais rolled up both his
sleeves,
And put both the oars in their locks,
And pulled on them over the fast-
moving waves
—
And started to row for the docks.
He paddled in spirals—in futile at-
To move in a straight line away:
This morning his paws are both cal-
lous—his jaws
Are quite chapped from the dampish
sea-spray.
Oh, others may wander in loud mo-
And im over the sea—
escape Adonais's






Tchekov's The Sea Gull, as presented
at the Hollis Street Theatre under the
direction of Leo Bulgakov, former di-
rector of the Moscow Art Theatre,
provides an interesting comparison
with the productions of the Abbey
Theatre, since both reflect clearly their
national traditions, both are primarily
artistic presentations, and both have
exceptionally able casts.
The Sea Gull, in addition to ex-
pressing Tchekov's views upon the
theater and the writing profession,
manages to picture the social and eco-
nomic order of old Russia, with its
superstition and callousness. Every
character in the play personifies, to a
greater or lesser degree, the hopeless
futility of life, which thwarts all de-
sires: Konstantin, the young writer;
Masha, who adores him and despon-
dently marries the stupid school-
master; Sarin, the old man who has
never realized his ambitions to marry
or to write; Trigarin, the famous
novelist who feels himself driven re-
lentlessly to writing novel after novel
without having the courage to love un-
selfishly; Nina, the provincial young
girl, rather glorying in her simplicity
and her constant if despairing adora-
tion of Trigorin; Irina, the actress, who
petulantly refuses to acknowledge the
ability of any other actress and who
fails to understand her sensitive son;
and the love-starved wife of the gruff
play
make of One Hour With You the
splendid comedy that it ought to be.
The Deceiver, a mystery melodrama,
will be shown at the same time. Some-
times more thrilling dramas transpire
behind the scenes than on the stage
of a theatre, in The Deceiver the ac-
tors of the play are suddenly acting
LECTURE GIVEN BY
RESEARCH DIRECTOR
(Continued From Page 1, Col. 4)
outgrown its second home and there
is under construction at Pittsburgh a
new laboratory building, which will re-
semble the Lincoln Memorial in archi-
tectural style, and will be one of the
finest buildings of its kind in the world.
To give some idea of the extent of
the work being done at the Mellon In-
stitute, Dr. Weidlein stated that last
year there were 75 industrial fellow-
ships and that 176 scientists and en-
gineers were employed on various
problems. Some people condemn sci-
ence as the cause of depression, but.
according to Dr. Weidlein, the fault
is not that of science but of a lack of
good executives to bring about a better
distribution of the products made
available through the efforts of science.
Among the problems worked on last
year were many connected with the
automobile industry, including the in-
vention of a new synthetic rubber
which withstands the effects of gaso-
line, and the perfection of the quick-
drying paints which make the reno-
vating of the old car a question of
In connection with the leather in-
dustry. Dr. Weidlein cited the case of
n ciTiam manulnclumig concern which
had been incurring great losses for two
years due to the new fashions in wo-
men's shoes. It was easy to dye
leather black, but the red. blue and
green shoes of today offered an en-
tirely new problem. This problem has
now been solved by science. An in-
teresting thing about these new dis-
coveries is that there is always an ex-
tension of the application. The same
process found to work with leather can
now be applied to the dyeing of other
Much time and thought have been
spent on the utilization of waste pro-
ducts. Prom old newsprint paper come
toy Santa Clauses, Easter Bunnies and
even milk containers which may be
thrown away after one using and are
therefore much more sanitary than
glass milk bottles.
The ever-growing popularity of the
anxiety in recent years. The casings
for this article of food used to
come from Japan and Russia, but
enough could not be obtained to supply
j
the demand. After ten years, science
succeeded in perfecting a synthetic
casing for the Hot Dog. In connection
with this, it is amazing to realize that
although the cellulose industry is a
seven-billion-dollar one, the mere for-
mula for cellulose is as yet unknown
Dr. Weidlein pointed out that there
s so much more to be discovered that
>nly a beginning has been made. And
;he process takes time. Manufacturing
which bring their problems
[ellon Institute of Industrial
DR. PAUL E. EVERETT
OSTEOPATH
HOURS: 2:30 P. M. to 5:00 P. M.
Waban Block Tel. Wei. 0300-V
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
Waban Block Wellesley !
Tel. Wei. 0566-W
Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M. A.
DENTIST
Colonial Bldp. Wcl. 1212-M





Wellesley Square Phone 1900
•EUROPE and RUSSIA at
» » Itineraries which balance sightseeing and
special interests, Foreign contacts and inde-
pendent leisure » » Companionship with like-
minded students from other American colleges.
» » Novel arrangements in group travel.
•
Student Delegation to Soviet Russia
Auspices: National Student Federation of America.
Leadership: HAMILTON HOLT, President, Rollins
College. Sails June 25, returns August 31 . $343.
•
Changes in Progress in Europe and Russia
Auspices: League for Industrial Democracy.
Leadership: J. B. MATHEWS, Chairman, World Youth
Peace Conference, Holland, 1928.
Sails June 30, returns September 1 1 . $467.
•
Student Life in Europe
The Open Road • Inc.
thoroughly Russian in
mood. a.nd is reminiscent of both The
Cherry Orchard and The Three Sis-
j
ters; its power is undeniable. It is I
suavely dramatic and almost lyrical at
the same moment and is played with
a finished manner rarely seen in Bos-
ton. Morris Carnovsky, as Trigorin,
the author, is restrained and extremely
sympathetic in his role, while Shep-
pard Strudwick as Konstantin showed
flexibility and genuine dramatic intui-
tion. With the exception of Masha,
the women were not portrayed with
:
the same finesse as the men, largely
because their parts required more ob- I
vious interpretations.
Simple, effective settings underlined
our central impression of The Sea Gull
j
as a highly arti:
FOCUSSED ON
THE SCREEN
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, May
19, 20 and 21, the Community Play-
house will present Michael and Mary
with Herbert Marshall and Edna Best,
and The Wiser Sex with Claudette Col-
bert. Michael and Mary, taken from
the play of that name by A. A. Milne,
produced in England. It tells the story
of a couple, married twenty years, who
are suddenly confronted with black-
their son ignorant of the whole situa-
tion. The original London cast ap-
pears in the motion picture. In The
Wiser Sex, Claudette Colbert plays the
lady of wealth who gives up a Euro-
pean play tour to come to the rescue
of one of her admirers who is busily
trying to clean up the underworld in
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.
May 23, 24 and 25, Maurice Chevalier
in One Hour With You, featuring
Jeannette MacDonald and Genevieve
Tobin, will be the attraction at Wel-
lesley Hills. An amusing story center-
ing around a husband, his wife and
her best friend, lots of good music, and
extra special dialogue guaranteed to
arouse laughter in the most morose,
f
fedleys' LolLs lake TlrsT CUce
W ELLESLEY C OLLEGE NEWS
psychological
In The Wild Orchid. Su:mu
has again displayed to the utmi
remarkable power of insight in
teresting for its story, but is ti
dously gripping
analyses. Only
male psychology been successfully and
effectively handled by women writers,
so Madame Undset deserves much
praise for her sympathetic and under-
standing portrait of Paul Selmer.
Paul, the son of Julie and Erik Sel-
mer. has been brought up by his moth-
inherits from
mind, his love of mental and physical
cleanliness and health. While living
in Christiania and working for his de-
Lucy Anderson, whom he instinctively
knows to be his mate. Since marriage
is for the time being out of the ques-
tion, she becomes his mistress. Des-
pite their devotion to one another,
however, they have to keep
slant struggle against oth
against themselves. Both 1
the fact that Lucy
altogether compatible with Pau
the shadow of their social i
lies constantly before them.
that ]
take a position which will enable him
to set up a home of his own. While he
is gone Lucy realizes that there can
never be any real solution to their
problem, and leaves town with another
man, believing that this is the best
thing for Paul. Paul later marries
Borg Berg, but his affection for her
never rises to the level of his first love,
whom he can not entirely forget.
Thus runs the skeleton of Wild Or-
chid, whose very name is a symbol of
earthly love. With minute, never-bor-
ing detail Madame Undset follows all
the intricate workings of Paul's mind,
making him a figure which stands out
in bold relief from the other figures
|
of the canvas. This is one o
books which will carry a wide appeal
to intelligent, alert readers. It is not
the sort of thing which one uses as
a sleeping potion, taking from one to
two chapters at bedtime, but it will
provide interesting, entertaining
ing for the person who demands
a novel more than sugary sentimental-
trated upon t
education ai
ment and promotion, obedience and!
command, peace and war, cruelty i
reward, corruption and loyalty, vice |
and joy, worldllness and worship
found here during three hundred ;
as at few other places. Yet little has
j
been known and written hitherto
either In the East or West about the.
Great Palace of the Sultans of I
In speaking of Miss Miller's work,
.
Professor Lybyer remarks, "Dr. Bar-
1
nette Miller has, then, engaged upon i
a task of first importance, in portray-
ing after careful observation, wide
j
travel, and prolonged research the fab- '
ric, the history, and the manifold in- I
stitutional life of the Great Seraglio. I
The present volume in its first part !
outlines with the utmost clearness the
history of the visible palace from Its
;
beginning to the present time, when
J j
after a century of departing glory, it
,
;
has become a national museum, open'!
regularly to the public, except for one
j
conspicuously closed portion which I j
still contains the holy relics of Islam.
,
The chapter on the Palace School is
j; a fuller account is I
the!
volume describes systematically the
|
walls, courts, and buildings, with an
outstanding exception in that the his-
,
tory and study of the Harem are
mainly reserved for future treatment,
j
. . . The style Is clear and direct, with
occasional apt and beautiful descrlp-
j
tions, and with many selections from
writers of six centuries, who give fleet-
ing but enlightening glimpses into the I
life which once circulated abundantly
in the various courts, corridors, and
rooms. Thirty pages of notes and ten
:
of bibliography present evidence of the i
j
faithful and erudite labors of the au- :
thor, contribute valuable discussions,
; ;
and open gates to further useful re- !
searches."
In conclusion, the reviewer sum-
;
marizes his appraisal: "The book is a '
new triumph for the Yale Press.
;
Typography, paper, binding arrange- «
ment, and clarity of maps and plates— ]
IMAGINE IT!
A SALE
At the Height of the Season
SANDALS
Bl'k and White Spec.





of the newest summer
SHOES







formerly $6.00 formerly $7.50 and $8.50








Down-stairs (Wellesley Square) 3 prs. $2.30
ity i
S. J. L„
Albert Howe Lybyer, per-
the Near East, writes in the Yale
Review for spring of Beyond the Sub-
Ume Porte, by Miss Barnette Miller,
of the History Department of Welles-
ley:
"Some twenty-six centuries ago
Byzantium was founded, on the Euro-
pean side of the mouth of the Bos-
porus, where a point of land juts
between the Golden Horn
time, when settlement had
widely, much of the site of the original
city became largely religious terri-
tory. Mohammed II, Turkish con-
queror of Constantinople, thus found
relatively vacant one of the choicest
sites in the world, with a matchless
outlook over water and land. Here in
a group of buildings new and old he
established his principal palace, which
included an imperial residence apart
from women, a center of government,
and a training school for leaders in
peace and war. His grandson Selim
brought thither the most sacred relics
of a great religion, the Mantle and
Seal of the Prophet Mohammed.
Selim's son, Suleiman 'the Magnifi-
cent.' who was attached in strict
monogamy to his wife, the shrewd and
charming Khurrem or 'Roxelana,'
brought her and her retinue to reside
In this palace. His successors gathered
about themselves a great polygamous
household there. The awful sanctity
of a focus of one of the world's chief
religions, the centralized might of a
great and ruling government, and the




Women's slip-on or one-
button style $1.9£




The Headquarters of the
Barnard, Cornell, Mount
Holyoke and Wellesley Clubs,





Roof Terraces. Riding, Golf,
Tennis Privileges.




Out Commonwealth Ave. in Norumbega Park
Dancing Every Evening
This Week—Friday and Saturday
SLEEPY HALL and His
YALE ORCHESTRA
Victor Recording Artists—Direct from Chicago
Beginning Monday for Limited Engagement
EMERSON GILL and his Radio Recording Orchestra
Broadcasting from Totem Pole Nightly








mr tennis will be faster and better with new equipment
1932 BANCROFT RACKETS 1932
S3.95 to $18.00
TENNIS BALLS—3 for 90c—(1932 stock)





MORE THAN A QUARTER CENTURY
has passed since the Wellesley National Bank first began
to serve the students of Wellesley College.
It is a source of great satisfaction to us that many
students continue to bank with us after graduation, a
striking testimonial to the quality of the service rend-
ered.
May not you also?
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(Continued From Page 1. Col. 4)
Mr. Hoover's action in regard to the
farm board is another illustration of
his weakness as President. In one of
his campaign speeches, he strenuously
objected to Governor Smith's plan for
putting control of the natural re-
sources of power in the hands of the
people. He characterized it as social-
ism and declared that the government
should be kept out of business. In
talking to a group of men interested
in agricultural legislation, he promised
that agricultural relief for the far-
mers would be carried on through ex-
isting organs and that no new means
of marketing would be created. Yet
six months later he had signed a bill




Page 1, Col. 3)
copy
wheat, cotton or other agricultural
markets as much of the product as
was necessary to stabilize the price of
the commodity, a measure which








f01him t0 say whl!
i On Tuesday, May 24, Alpha Kappa
I
Chi. Tau Zeta Epsilon and "Zeta Alpha
j
Houses will be open to juniors and
1 sophomores.
On Wednesday evening at 8:00 P.M..
I in Billings Hall, Doctor DeKruif will
hold the Question Box lecture for
Hygiene 120.
the Democratic Party would be as
that
In
would welcome planks proposing a
much lower tariii and unemployment
insurance similar to Senator Wag-
ner's proposed measures. On the sub-
ject of prohibition he declared that he
should like to see both parties adopt
the same plank—a referendum of the
people on the subject—and remove it
MISS JULIA SWIFT ORVIS
of the History Department
leadquarters will be a villa in Taor-
nina, with automobile trips, a visit
o Malta, and a tour of southern Italy.
For details—address






H. L. FLAGG CO.
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Marcel and Finger Waving




CRSG^ ^^ .TALKS BUSINESS MEETINGSON PARTY PLATFORM HELD BY SOCIETIES
.Continued,rorn Page 1, Col U At a business "mating Saturday,
j
May 14. Agora made plans for the
|
In 1928 the Republican Party lead-
; political rally next fall of which the
ers' confidence in Mr. Fort's ability
j
society is to take charge. Plans for
make him their floor the activities of the society next year
were also discussed.
On Saturday evening, also, Phi
Sigma had a general discussion on
Russian art, with especial emphasis
upon ikons. The discussion was con-




manager at the Kansas City Conven-
tion and Secretary of the Republican
National Committee.
As a member of Congress Mr, Port
originated the plan which is the basis
of farm relief legislation passed by the
present Congress. He is a member of
the most important committees In
Congress.
Mr. Port favors continuance of the
Federal Inheritance Tax; supports a
flexible tariff for protection of a just
standard of wage for the working
passage of adequate pensions and re-
tirement laws for postal employees. He
is an experienced legislator and has
drafted much important legislation and
by unusual skill as a speaker has been




The names of the Wellesley stu-
dents who will spend their junior year
in Germany next year have recently
been announced. They are Ada Schoen-
berg, Florence Maisel, Helen Stix, and
Martha Baer. They will join with the
delegates from the University of
Delaware, and study at Munich the
first semester. The second semester
will probably be spent at the Univer-
sity of Bonne.
The privilege of pursuing studies
during the junior year in a foreign
country may be granted to students
who have maintained a general high
itandlng. There will be no
Spain or Italy this year.
SWIMMING RULES
(Continued ,rom Page 1, Col. 3)
absent. No swimming for distance is
permitted. Students violating these
rules will be reported to the College
authorities.
Students should wear a long coat
over their swimming suits, in going
to and from the Lake.
jewelry, money, or other valuables
should not be brought to the
bath
house. The life guard
sponsibility for
By Z. A.
on a picnic Saturday afternoon and
had supper about two miles beyond
South Natick.
On Saturday, May 14, T. Z. E. had
the installation of their new officers
who were elected the preceding Wed-
nesday night. The president of the
T. Z. A. Alumnae Association gave a
Announcing the Opening
Wellesley Optical Shop
THOMAS J. POWERS, Optometrist
Complete Optical Service
20 Church St. (Homer's Jewelry Store) Wellesley
Hours—Daily 9 A. M. to 5:30 P. M.
Eyes Examined Repairing Prescriptions Filled
talk c the i
ai'UCles.
and then Miss Avery, of




The Outing Club u
ning various spring
the college,
ngements for an aquatic
held after spring sports
requested to
sign on the A. A. official board.
In addition, the Outing Club is spon-
soring various riding activities. There
will be a moonlight ride next Satur-
day. Please sign on the riding board
for these events.
The Outing Club wishes to announce
that there are cooking utensils and a
fireplace at McGee's Riding School,
Anyone wishing to use them is asked
to see Margaret Connors.
Engraving Display
the time of the old College Hall
fire are now hung in the English
Composition office and in the long
corridor on the ground floor of the
Library. Most of these pictures are
from the collection of steel engrav-
ings of literary men which used to
hang in the College Hall Library.
Telephone Wellesley 2312 Wellesley Square
For Quality, Service, Art, and Low Price
OPEN EVENINGS
QT tj e iffiUtu Bragon
60 CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY, MASS.
:00 A. M. to 7:30 P. M. Sunday. 5:30 lo 7:30 P.
Tel. Wellesley 10R9





Senior Plans for Future Careers Include
Many Exotic Trips, as Travel Predominates
'NOTES :" ' 'WELLESLEY COLLEGE LI
COLLEGIANS WRITE
VARIED NEW NOVELS
(Continued From Page 1, Col. 5)
his wife inspires him to face the in-
evitable and bow to the victorious land.
An imaginary portrait of Christina
Rossetti, based on her poems and let-
ters, represents Sophie Camp's Action-
ized biography. Katherine Brunning
has also chosen to follow a biographi-
cal trend.
Margaret Ward has written a study
of small town life called Dolge Avenue.
She has taken three families of
different social strata and has en-
deavored to show the different ways in
which they react to the same problem
of infidelity. Grapes For Our Sons by
Nancy Messier is another story of three
generations. There is the father, a
to his will so that none of three are
able to live their own lives.
Patterns, by Lucy Tompkins, is the
study of a family of three with the
emphasis laid upon the father and
daughter. The former attempts to
mold his susceptible daughter to the
pattern of what he might have been.
Eventually the child begins to realize
her own personality and when she be-
comes separated from him she embarks
upon a world of her own pattern. As
an anti-climax, she realizes the falsity
of her desires and those of her father.
ALUMNAE NOTES
ENGAGEMENTS
'30 Mavis Katherine Lyman to Dr.
Albert Hadley Cantril, Jr., Dartmouth,
Ex-'31 Joan Weil to Mr. David Phil-
Ex-'31 Margaret Cutler to Mr.
George Morton Fuller.
MARRIAGES
'31 Frances Shennan to Mr. Clin-
ton Lucius Bond, May 11, in Singa-
pore. Address: 238A Lower Circular
Road, Calcutta, India.
DEATHS
'99 Mrs. Emily A. Bliss, mother of




Ex-'34 Joyce Haskell to Mr. Ed-
ward Hopkins Bailey, May 5, in Mus-
;jl\ ;tnd vour reply will be a vague
mumble about teaching, or per-
haps a secretarial position, any-
thing that can occupy the time and
still be lucrative. But this gen-
eral reply did not satisfy us, so
off we wandered to the Personnel
Bureau, and pestered Miss Wood
and Miss Russell until we elicited
these remarks which we humbly
offer to the college-at-large.
Two young ladies are bound for
the other side of the world, where
they will teach at the American
School for Girls, in Damascus. On
their way out, they will casually
journey through Russia, and vaca-
tions, we hear, will be little jaunts
to Afghanistan and Persia. That
makes a splendid beginning for the
teaching profession, and from this
Campbell's
expedition to Antioch and Egypt,
in order to dig. The musicians have
no apparent aims for concert pro-
ductions, but will use their talents
in connection with settlement work.
The lone actress has also decided
to devote herself to social service,
criticism. The authors' aims have
turned from writing classics to
more common pursuits, such as ad-
vertising, journalism, keeping book
shoppes, translating, and magazine
work. The professions have been
lawyer, and a very few diplomats.
There are, however, thirty-one ap-
plicants for the oldest profession of
them all, and, including those that
are still "dead secrets," perhaps we
can safely say that marriage has
a possible
Fiance, instructing the Kentucky So that this will not
mountain children, teaching in statistical, we will add
Texas, and, the very bottom, just miscellaneous positions
in India, or the Ne
or Alaska, but we are told
ly enough, there is small
obtaining these positions.
What the class lacks is
parent geniuses. We car
no burning hopes to go
but there are some who \
been mineralogy is the ai:
teach entist, and probation
lance of Jikely to succeed," who
as her ambition:
any ap- dance the tango







Student leaders bring their
printing ... and printing
problems to us . . . reliabili-
ty, experience, efficiency
satisfaction . . . receive
proportionate reward!
Such Superior Service is 24
hours at your command.
YEARS SEE BOATING
CHANGE TO ROWING
WeUesley was opened in 1875, and
by the following spring at least nine
enterprising maidens had found a
ow-boat, eight oars and a straw hat
.piece and, having embroidered
Argo," the well-chosen name of their
good ship, on their broad dickies, which
pinned to their shirtwaist fronts,
on a satin banner which they
I on a standard in their midst,
they grouped themselves upon the
grassy bank of the campus lake,
Waban, and had their pictures taken
as the "Crew of the Argo."
the
s" were chosen, not for their
?ss at the oars, but for the lyric
quality of their voices. As the class
glided along, of a May evening,
was no staccato barking from
rhythm. As long as every juirl wiiu ]
an oar could agree with her mates a
the general direction in which
further exertion on her part. They
rowed only until they were tired, and
the sight of various members reclin-
ing while others stroked vigorously
Gradually the sport assumed the
name of "rowing." The girls forsook
shirtwaists for jerseys, although they
still had an eye to appearances, as
their fashionable leg-o'-mutton sleeves
in '93 showed. Discipline and train-
ing regulations were taken seriously.
At the end of the century sliding seats
were installed in the boats, which
then lost their bulk and breadth and
became known as "shells."
Our WeUesley Shop Offers
a Special Presentation of
Graduation
Dresses
OMART, beautifully made graduation
dresses that will serve you adequately and
charmingly all through the summer. Slattery
dresses that will give your summer wardrobe
a start in life, and at prices that will fit into
even the most depressed budget! Fashions,
workmanship and the superior materials that











Ilullotins, etc., cover but £





Shop . . WeUesley
May 19, 20, 21.
McCutch eon's
Expert Advice
Could give only one pi'e-
scription for those frocks
that can't seem to recover
from the effects of "Prom"
or other stupendous week-
ends!
New Mode Cleansing
easy on the allowance .
. . wonderful
for silks
. . . satins . . . sheers ... or
filmy nets and laces. Collected ... de-
livered . . . billed . . . and your satis-
faction guaranteed by a company that










. Halfway to Natick
